Drexel Dragons Make Astounding Record as Victorious Team

Coach Halas Given Credit for Four Straight Victories; the Redmonds a Power and Punch Much Resembling the One-Time Villanova Lineman, and A1 Reproduction by Halas in His Campaign to Establish a Well Set Up and Possessed of Uncanny Ability. He Is Also, for a Time, a Member of the Universal Studios Faculty Adviser. He Has Been in the Business World, of the Country and of the Business World, of the Country and of the University of Missouri and at Johns Hopkins University, Where He Received the Degree of Bachelor of Science, Conferred by Harvard University. The Academic Experience of Prof. Billings includes the Following: Instructor in Mechanical Engineering at the University of Missouri and at Johns Hopkins University, and Lecturer in Machine Design at the University of Toronto. His Technical Experiences have been varied, including work with the Canadian Machine Corp., the Rumford Motor Co., and the Wylly-Overend Co. He was also, for a time, General Production Representative for the Importer Ministry of Munitions of Ottawa, Canada.

Good Work, Halas!

Beat C. C. of N. Y.

Drexel

Drexel Cornerstone Laying

Completion of New Gym Hoped for by Middle of December

Expect to Initiate Floor with Drexel-Penn Game on December 19th, 3 Months Before Rest of Building

SEATING CAPACITY 500

Those who have suffered through the last few seasons of parking lots and drizzling rains, the last few seasons of parking lots and drizzling rains, the last few seasons of parking lots and drizzling rains, will have no reason to complain in the new years to come. The new gymnasium is to be completed and ready for use on this occasion. This coin was placed in the box, and the gesture was watched by the members of the class of '31.

Good Work, Halas!

Beat C. C. of N. Y.
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The Nut Cracker

By Gia

An Ad in the Eleventh rags reads: "Two men can..." does not agree with your views on the subject.

The sight of an elderly lady with her skirt up...网友评论 exchanged..."

Our 'here’s face dropped.’

The night of an elderly lady with her skirts up to her...beaeae...for a twomart-old tot using
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The Philadelphia theatres have not yet produced anything worth a column or even a paragraph. One play that deserves at least mention, though, is "Inclination," a melodrama still playing at the Lyric. It is melodrama at its best—romantic and sensational, but well modeled. The plot is ordinary, but there is always a little doubt in the mind of the observer as to whether or not everyone will be happy in the end. Of course there are. This is the view of both Mr. Wiser and A. E. Matthews standing out even above the others. The sets, although not certainly existing, are most excellently done. The whole play contrasts most pleasingly with the American gaudiness of "Broadway," and emphasizes again the elements of "discreet moderation and moderate discretion," as Ibsen has phrased it.

To make a complete counterpart there is "Animal Crackers," an entertainment labeled as musical comedy, at the Shubert. If it is not very musical, it must be admitted that it is comical. The discouraging thing is to try to find out at what you are laughing. At three of the four Marx Brothers, of course, but what about them so funny? With our shallow power of analysis, it is impossible to answer that, but it must be admitted that everyone—well, almost everyone—laughs, or rather, suffers an immediate interference, a melodrama still playing at the Lyric. It is melodrama at its best—of that there is so funny? With our shallow power of analysis, it is impossible to answer that, but it must be admitted that everyone—well, almost everyone—laughs, or rather, suffers an immediate interference.

And then of course there is "Hello, Dolly!" with "the youngest dancing chorus in the world," Warner's Pennsylvania, a college atmosphere, and other guarantees of public approval.

Changing Pollock is still trying to convince the world that they want a good clean theatre, with the success that might be expected. If Mr. Pollock is as handsome as he is said to be, we must respect his inspiration. If he ventured to extend "discreet moderation and moderate discretion," as Ibsen has phrased it.

Progress—one step ahead calls for this reason is for the indescribable activities that many of the men students have so interestingly witnessed in the basement of our present building.

The reviews Delaware Game

The Dragons once again made their goals needed to infinity as far as Delaware was concerned. The game would have seemed like a set up if it weren't known that four men have played for four years, three for three years, and the rest for two years on that same team. Of course Delaware was handicapped that they had to match wits with the fastest backfield in the east, for its size, as was proved in the very beginning for Danny Redmond's twenty-yard move to Lee, who romped thirty more before he could be stopped. The Dragons were determined and before the first quarter was over they scored two touchdowns.

The second quarter seemed to be going just as fast as the first until Delaware fumbled on the one-yard line. Drexel had the ball at the end of the half.

Starting the third quarter Cardone took the kick-off for ten yards. After a series of five rushes, two first downs were made. Lee Redmond passed thirty-five yards to Dill and Cardone caught it over, netting the Dragons a total of nineteen points. Machado took Sayers' fullback kick for ten yards and the rush began again. Coach Halas began putting in the second team. As they could make a very good showing against the hallowed Drexel, we had a total of twelve first downs to their four. The last quarter was an exchange of punts and an occasional pass, but the Dragons had completely beaten them, much to the enjoyment of all the loyal Cardones who were there.

Although only four of the undefeated team, these men represent what Coach Halas has been turning out. The Redmonds and Dill were the stars of the Sneakmanas Game.

L. REDMOND, IRWIN, DILL AND R. REDMOND

A boiler that would satisfy the needs of the new building.

The boiler decided upon will be built by Babcock and Wilcox. It will be a 241 Horse Power Boiler with a possible 300 HP overrating. It will be as modern as present day engineers can build and equipped with a superheater. The stoker will be made by the Combustion Engineering Corporation.

There are three uses for this new boiler, namely, as experimental equipment, to supply heat to both buildings, and to supply steam power to the laboratories.

With this in mind, Professor J. H. Billings, head of the Mechanical Engineering Department, started designing the boiler.

The character of the suits and overcoats tailored by Charter House will earn your most sincere liking.

Penn班子成员 Collegiate Shop 3713 SPRUCE STREET
### Drexel Triangle

#### COMPLETION OF NEW GYM

**20—Brooklyn Poly.**

**Feb. 2—Rockwell.**

**Feb. 9—Albany.**

**Feb. 16—Fairfield.**

**Feb. 23—P. M. C.**

**Mar. 2—Joplin.**

**Mar. 9—Alumnae.**

#### DONOR OF CURTIS HALL LAYS CORNERSONE

(Continued from Page 1.)

Cement. The box contained copies of all the Drexel publications, coins and various papers, including hers of the faculty and copies of the daily news papers. As he finished, Mr. Matheson mildly remarked, "What a fine mechanical job that is." In introducing Mr. Curtis, President Matheson said, "It is a great pleasure to present the donor of this actually aflten.

**R. C. Curtis.**

### Dramatic Club Makes Plans

The first meeting of the Dramatic Club was held Friday, October 4th, in the Art Gallery. The meeting was presided over by president, Miss Margaret Corelli, who gave a short talk on the purpose of the club. She explained the fundamental differences between the Roche and Dramatic Club. Any person interested in acting, with a desire to work and not drift, might join the Dramatic Club, the initiation fee for two dollars and the annual dues one dollar.

The Roche and Rube Club is a higher order, of the Dramatic Club, entrance to which is obtained by having a total of five points from parts assigned in various plays. The dues here are one dollar initiation fee and one dollar quarterly. The R. R. C. Club offers its members the women and keys for the men as tokens for their services in the club.

The officers of the club are: R. Devereux president, Miss Corelli vice-president, Mary Shortt secretary, and F. Ryan treasurer, very cordially welcomed the thirty-five new freshmen who attended the meeting. Plans were discussed for the coming feature attraction, "The Villain." The prize money given out by the Penn State at last year's intercollegiate dramatic meeting held at State College. The freshmen were particularly invited to try for parts in this play, Mr. Curtis stated that no previous experience is necessary. He said that current freshmen and efforts current freshmen. Shepherd should take advantage of this opportunity will be established a name for themselves in the club.

### Japanese Student Enrolls At Drexel

Among those who registered on Monday, September 24th, at the opening of the fall term of Drexel Institute of Technology was Miss Ushigome about the Institute. Miss Ushigome was formerly a teacher in the Women's Manual Training College in Tokyo, Japan. She has been in this country since the 24th of August and speaks very little English. Miss Ushigome has been acting as interpreter and guide for Miss Ushigome about the Institute. Miss Ushigome was formerly a teacher in the Women's Manual Training College in Tokyo, Japan. She has been in this country since the 24th of August and speaks very little English. Miss Ushigome has been acting as interpreter and guide for Miss Ushigome.

### Alumni News Items

19 and 20—Helen Farrell has accepted a position with the Public Service Company of New Jersey.

21—George G. Davis has moved to 5215 opened.

23—During the month a number of new members have been announced.

24—Mr. and Mrs. Brandman announce the arrival of Barbara Jane on November 3rd.

26—Mr. and Mrs. Philip Haviland announce the arrival of Philip Haviland, June 7.

27—Mr. and Mrs. B. Elliot announce the arrival of the Vermilion Lobbes on May 30.

27—Grace Niles to James S. Snyder, September 29.

27—Ruth Golden Cherry to Merrill Allen September 27.


23—Harry Kulberg is a chemist with the Public Service Company of New Jersey.

23—Esther Payne to Harry Shirk Haworth.

27—Mr. and Mrs. Diehl Mateer announce the arrival of Anna E. Pratt to Rev. Paul J. Tritton, September 23.

23—Mr. and Mrs. Diehl Mateer announce the arrival of Anna E. Pratt to Rev. Paul J. Tritton, September 23.

23—Mr. and Mrs. Diehl Mateer announce the arrival of Anna E. Pratt to Rev. Paul J. Tritton, September 23.

### Chronic

Danny, have done their bit well in the games this year, while Hope progresses. Leo has been responsible for the entire running game, and the student body are with Mr. and Mrs. Chevalier, September 29.

With the singing of "Hail, Drexel In-Change," we feel sure.

BETWEEN CLASSES

Here is a companion for your hour of reading and study that expresses a desire to work and not drift, might join the Dramatic Club, the initiation fee for two dollars and the annual dues one dollar.

BETWEEN CLASSES
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